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Abstract 

In first order predicate logic, it is undecidable whether a formula is deducible 

from a set of axioms. In order to realize a practical knowledge base system in the 

framework of the first order logic, we must oa7ercome this problem. 

In this paper, u7e propose a tinle-bounded reasoning and investigaxe the proper- 

ties of the knowledge base n~a~lagelnent system based on our time-hounded reason- 

ing. We dso  show that the time-bounded reasoning is sound and valid. Further- 

more, we discuss the selection of time functions and give three parameters of time 

functions. 1% also outline a prototype system we have realized in li-prolog on a 

Sun-3. 

1 Introduction 

Many reasoning methods including default reasoning[lI], inductive inference[l3, 131, ana- 

logical reasoning [4] as well as deductive inference have been proposed and used in -4rtifi- 

cia1 intelligence. A derivation procedure to  decide 1%-hethr KB t cu is con~lnonly used in 

a11 of the reasoning methods above, where K B  is a knowledge base, i.e., a set of axioms 

and a is a formula. This decision problem, however, is known to be unsolvable in case of 

first order predicate logic. In order to  realize a practical reasoning system, it is necessary 

to  discuss whether the basic derivations terminate. 

In this paper we present a new method called a time-bounded reasoning tha t  forces 

the clerivation procedure to t e rn ina te  within a limited time n .  That  is, we use I<B t, n 

instead of Ir'B t a. Tlius we can escape the undecidability. 'I'iTitil this restriction, laowever, 

our method may infer a false result such that  I<B Y, a, but  KB 'I- a. Hence, it is 
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important that there be a discussioi~ of the reliability of conclusions thus derived from a 

knowledge base and of the knowieclge base itself. 

In this paper, we first give definitions of time-bounded reasoning and other concepts 

necessary for our discussion, Then, we design a special inference system which makes 

use of our time-bounded reasoning. In Section 3, we show this inference system is sound 

and valid in some sense. In Section 4, we discuss problems about trath maintenance 

of kno-ix7iedge base, reliability and capability of our time-bounded reasoning system. In 

Section 5 ,  \x-e consider time functioils for some subclasses of first order predicate logic. In 

Section 6, we briefly describe the impiemented system. 

2 Time-Bounded Reasoning 

This section defines a time-bounded reasoning, and designs an inference system that uses 

it. The basic logic programming terminology and concepts not defiued in this paper may 

be found in 181. 

First me show the concepts of BF-derivation JBF stands for Breadfh-Fi~..slj~ derivation 

iree, and the depth of derivation iree as in Figure 1, where B t Al, . . . . A,, is a ciausc, 

and A is an atom. 

(a) BF-derivation (b) derivation tree for A 

Figure 1. BF-derivation and BF derivation tree 

The derivation tree of Figure l (b)  is constructed by %SF-derivation of Figure I (a), 

TVe denote the depth of the derivation tree by the length of its longest branch, e.g. the 

depth of A's derivation tree is 3 in Figure P(b). Noiv, we define that the derivation of an 

atom, say A in Figure l (b) ,  is rank n if the depth of its derivation tree is n. 

In the above notions, n corresponds to that in Tp n 181, as proved in [Is]. 



Proposition 2.1 (VtTolfram, Maher and Lasezz[P8]) Let P be a program and A E 

B ( P )  be an atom, A E Tp 1' k (k > 0) iff there is a BF-refutation of P U (t '43 of length 

at most k .  

Definition 2.1 Let K B  be a knowledge base and a he a positive ground literal called a 

query. 

(1) ~ b :  is derived in depth 7% from KB, denoted by Ii'B I-, a; if it has a successf~~:ll 

derivation tree sf depth less than or equai to n. 

(2) a is failed in depth n from KB, denoted b y  KB !jf 0 ;  if all of its derivation trees 

are failures and their depths are Less than or equai to n, 

(3) The other case is denoted by KB YL cc. 

Yotice that (1) and (2) correspond to the concepts of success and failure in the theory 

of logic programming [8] .  (3) is a specific feature of our time-hounded reasoning, "Eat is, 

the derivation is forced to terminate at depth n. 

If a has no successful derivation tree whose depth is less than or equal to n, we denote 

it as KB tfn a. Then. clearly 

K B  tf, a ++ (KB Yc a , or ICB IjiL a) .  

USER KB 

Query series: (q, ,q , ,..., 

Figure 2. Organization of Time-Bounded Reasoni~lg System 



Definition 2.2 Let a be a positive ground Iiterai called a query. Time-bol~nded renson- 

ing(TBR for short) is an inference and an addition, defined in the following way: 

(1) Infer a; and add it to Ii'i'B, if IiB l-, a. 

(2) Infer l a ,  and add it to KB, if P<B Yf a. 

3 Infer ~ a ,  and add it to KB, if KB Y i  a. 

Since the above three kinds of derivations are different from each other in their 

meaning and reliability, id  is necessary to classify them. In order do ~zse TBR effectively, 

we design a TBR system of three parts as in Figure 2, where 

(1) TBRJf is a mechanism to infer queries within bouncied time, 

(2j  I 'B is a howledge base to store the basic knowledge supplied by users and inferred 

results, and 

(3) AB is an abstract base to store the relations just among the predicate ~~7111bois in 

KB. 

In this paper, we consider the foilowing problem solving: 

In. order to  solve a proble~n, a user pzds n query t o  the system. TBRAd infers 

it b y  using the knowledge in KB within cr bous~ded time, and then retwns 

inferred results to the user, and adds iit to K B  a t  the same time. Depending 

on the answer from the systern, t h e  user can put another query t o  repeat the 

above process. 

For simplicity, we assume users are sufficientiy intelligent to put no queries unneces- 

sary to solve the problem. 

JVe divide a knowledge base ICB into five parts: 

I ~ - B = I < U U R U F L ! ~ + U U -  

and denote it also by 

li'B =< K , R , F ? U S ,  U -  >; 

where 

li' is the finite set of normal clauses given by users, called basic knowledge set. 

R is the set of positive ground literaits, called proved knowledge set. 



F is the set of negative ground Literals, called failed knowledge  se t .  

US is the set of positive ground literals, called positive uncertain klzowledge se t .  

U- is the set of negative ground literals, called negat iue  u n c e r t a i n  k n o w l e d g e  set. 

I{ works as a basis of the knowledge base KB. A change of K will propagate through 

the whole of the knowledge base. 

-4 query s e r i e s  ( q l , .  . . , q,, . . .) is a list of queries successively put to the system by a 

user, where q,(i > 1) is a positive ground literal. 

in the follov-in$ sections, we \xl,irill consider a seqwnce of knowledge bases KBo. . . ., 

KB,, . . . which corresponds to ( q l , .  . . , ~ r , .  . . .), airhere KBo =< I{, d. d. 4, @ > is called an 

uzitz'nl knowledge  base ,  and KB, =< I<, R;, Ft, CIi, CTt- > i~ successi~7ely constructed by 

the method defiaed be lor^. 

3 Properties of the System 

This section describes the operatioils of the TBR system, and discuss its properties. By 

the definition of the TBR, when receiving a query, the TBR system w;li infer it, anci aclcl 

the derived results to KB. Now we give the way of adding. 

Defil~ition 3.1 Let I{B =< K ,  R, F, li", U- > be a knowledge base, and q be a query, 

the TBR constructs KB' =< I{, R', F',U+: U-' > by adding derived results to KB in 

zhe foliowing way. 

Kow we will show that this system has many good properties. Since the TBR system 

may derive even a faise result sucl~ as Ii'B Y, q but Ii' F y, it is necessary to consider 

reliability and properties of this system. 

In the previous section we have designed a TBR system with an organization as in 

Figure 2 from which we can easily obtain the following results. 

Proposition 3.1 In the knowledge base In'B, any knowledge in parts R and F is not 

deleted if PC is not changed. 



Frood": By the definition of R, clea,rly we have 

a E Ri +- Kt,.; n (i 2 1). 

That is, every know;l.ledge n in R is a consequence of K. Thus, if I< is not changed, o 

cannot be deleted, Similarly we can prove it for F. 

By Proposition 3.1, it is obvious that the more queries that are put to the TBR 

system, the stronger the proof power of the TBR system becomes. Clearly, the false 

knowledge is only in U* and U - .  

Deenition 3.2 Let M be a set of basic knorviedge. Then, sve clefine three sets: 

(1) C(K) = (a. 1 I< F a ) :  a set of s~~ccessfu! knowledge from I<. 

(2) N A F ( K )  = (?a ) Is' i j  a) :  a set of failure k~owledge from 1; 

(3) D K B  = If' U R U F :  a deiinite portion of KB. 

Corollary 3.2 If K is not changed, the set of prorjed knowledge R and the set of failed 

know,-ledge F monotonically increases. That is, 

Ro c . . .  5 R; s R,+l . . .  c C(K) 

;Fo . . . C Ft E+n C . . . C N A F ( l ( j ,  

where R O T . .  . , R,, . . . is a sequence of sets of proved knowledge, and PO.. . . , c, . . . is a 

sequence of sets of failed knowledge that respond to ( q l , ,  . . , q,, . . .). 

By the assumption that a user is intelligent enough to organize a series of queries to 

derive the result ahoui a in a finite time if I{ ir aa, we have the foilowing proposition, 

Proposition 3.3 

Since Ir'B may have some false kno'iflledge, it is not sound in general. By the discus- 

sion above, ho~vever, me can prove DKB, as part of KBi is sound and valid. 

Theoren1 3.4 (Soundness) Let a be a positive ground atom. Then 

DKB t-, a =+ a E C(I<). 



Theorem 3-5 (Validness) Let cr be a positive ground atom. Then under the NF rule 

(NF stands for negation as failure) in the TBR, 

dr' l- a H t,here is a series of queries q l ,  . . . q;(= a )  such that 

DKB; a. 

Figure 3. Tile power of inferences 

From these discrrssions, we can1 suialmarize the relations betweera our the TBR and 

the usual tim-unbounded reasoning as in Figure 3. 

4 Truth Maintenance and Reliability of the System 

4.1. n u t  h Maintenance 

In our system, there are "Go kinds of truth maintenance problems. One is, as in Doyle [2]. 

the contradiction that users want "c avoid. lare use a special predicate symbol nogood to 

express that a rule with "nogood" as its head and some bodies leads to a contradiction. 

In our TBR, three situations may arise: 

K k, 120yo0C17, In' tj'; nogoocl, K y: nogood, 

In this paper, we say I< is consistent if I< y, nogood. More detailed discussion about 

them is in Sh4[16]. The other is the logical contradiction such as ICB k, a and Ii'B t, la, 

xvhen a newly derived result is added as in Definition 3.1, in this section. we will mainly 

discuss this case. 



With the TBR, the results of a derivation are frequently added to KB.  Hence. to 

maintain the consistency of K B ,  it is necessary to delete some knowledge from Ki'B which 

may cause a contradiction of the second case above. 

Definitis~i 4.1 We define a binary relation Rel on the set of predicate symbols of I< by 

Rea = 1 P ( .  ..I + L ~ ( .  ..I,. . . , L , ( .  . .) E K ) ,  

where q is a predicate symbol that occurs in a literal of L 4 , .  . . , L,, 

Definition 4.2 An influence of predicate symbol q ,  denoted ~ o n ? z e c t ( ~ ) ,  is defined by 

conneci-(q) = {p 1 (p, g )  E Rels), 

where R e P  is a transitive closure of Eel, 

ARer the adding of q or l q ( a  derived result), the derivation of q becomes of rank 1. 

Thus. the rank of the derivation of p j ~  connect(qjj will beconle smaller than before. That 

is, some knowledge that were derived within greater ranks than n may norv be derived 

rank n. We give the definition of truth maintenance. 

Definition 4.3 Let 1<Bf =< li, R', F': U+"U-' > be a knowledge base that is defined 

by Definition 3.1, and q be a cjrzery. A knowledge base KB" is defined as follows: 

where 

tT+i"u-k" A 

ki- l l  ==6'-j -a 

A = ( p  1 p E U S ' , p  E a?o?aned(q)) U ( l p  1 i p  E U - ' , p  E connect(q)) .  

I<"B'/ is thus obtained by correcting KB'. 

Theorem 4.1 Let KB' be a knowledge base constructed by Definitions 3.1 and 4.3 from 

I<B. If KB is consistent, then so is KB'. 

Proof: It is clear from Definitions 3.1, 4.2, 4.3, and Proposition 3 .1 ,  

Proposition 4-2 The sets K, En-, Fk, lil and ii; are mutually disjoint, if Ir'Bi, =< 

I<, Rk. Fk, U:, U; > is constructed by Definitions 3.1 and 4.3. 



Although the additions and recliecks of Lino~vledge are carried out wry  frequently in 

the TBR system, we can see they only have influence on a small portion of knowledge 

base. 

4.2 Abstract Base 

By the TBR, the derived results are hequentiy added to IiB. In orcier to maintain the 

consistency of KB, the system has to recheck the knowledge stored in KB. This operation 

may cost a huge amount of time. To save time, we introduce an abstraction procedure[l9]. 

Ebefillition 4.4 Let KB be a kno~~ri.leclge base. An abstract base ,4B is defined by 

AB = ( a b ( i d , p ,  n, Fp, Bp, co~znect(p)) 1 p is an n-ary predicate symbol in ICB), 

is a set of atoms that express the relations among the predicate sglxbols in ICB. ivfiese 

id is a natural number, called an identifier of the knowledge, 

p is a predicate symbol, 

n is the arity of predicate symbol p,  

Fp = ( q  1 g( .  . .) c- . . . ?p ( z l , .  . . , z,,), . . . E K B ) .  

Bp = ( r  /p (z l  ,..., z,,) +- . . . ,  7'; ...) ,... E I{B), 

connect(p) is a set of predicate symbols (Definition 4.2), calleci the inflrlence of p. 

The TBR system uses -4B to simplify the relations in ICE! in this af7ay: 

'"p(. . .) is related to q( .  . .) in KB" ===+ ""pis related to q in AB" 

As is easily seen. any literal which is not derived in A B  is not der i~ed  even in KB, 

The calculations and operations 011 A B  are much simpler khan those on the original KB* 

Furthermore, the TBR system suffices to calculate A B  only when K is changed by users. 

Thus, the abstraction technique co~itributes to making the TBR system eEcient. 

4.3 Reliability of SysLem 

From the discussions in Sections 2 and 3,  we can now briefly summarize the reliability of 

our inference and knowledge in Ir'B itself. 

(I)  Knowledge base KB: As definecl in Section 2, d<B in the TBR system has three 

parts, of different reliabiiities: 



(a) Since I< is the basic knoxviedge base given by the user at the starting point of 

inference, its reliability should be the highest a m n g  tile three. 

(b) R and F are sets of knox17,rledge that can be asserted from DKB under NF. 

Their reliability is medium. 

(c) US and I;- are sets of derived knowledge under the TBR. Since there may he 

some false knowledge in it, their reliability is the Lowest. 

(4) Result of inference: the TBR system gives one of the folloi~ing answers for a user's 

query in limited time. 

(a) < yes > : the query can be derived from K by NF. 

(b) < no > : the query caiinot be derived from I< by SF.  

(c) < yes, uncertain > : tlie query can be derived from KB by the current TBR. 

Ht may be an uncertain result. 

(dl < no, uncertai?~ > : the query cannot be derived from KB by the current 

TBR. It may also be an uncertain result. 

Time Functions sf the TBR 

When we put some qireries to an inference system -for solving a problem, we consciously 

or unconsciously require the system to return answers In a finite time. In general, there 

are two methods which meet the requirement: to find some safe si~hc!asses, and to select 

a suitable compromise between time and reliability. 

First we svi!l discuss several subclasses which are constructed by imposing some syn- 

tactic restrictions on KB. For any KB in such classes; there is a computable time function 

fjB.iB) which satisfies kfjhB) Q +$ I<B k q". Hence the TEbR can cut derivations 

at depth f jKB). In this meaning we say these classes are safe to the TBR. SiVe also pay 

attention to the relation between the time function. reliability, query, and KB. IVe use 

the following notations: 

,S(l<B) = mnz(rn 1 ( a  +- P I , .  . . , j3,) E KB), denotes the size of KB. 

D ( K B ) :  the depth of KB, i.e., the number of rules with different heads. 



5-1 Time Functions of Propositional Logic 

Proposition 5.1 Let A be an atom and KB he a knowledge base in propositional logic. 

If I<B F A, there is a successful derivation tree of depth Less than or equal to CI(I<B). 

Proof: By KB k A, there is a finite successful derivation tree for A. First we srlppose 

its depth is greater than D ( K B ) .  Then there is a branch in the tree R hose length is 

longer than D ( K B ) ;  that is, 

where pl = A is a root and p,, is a leaf. In propositional logic, by the definition of 

D(6CB): there are i and j (1 5 i < j 5 m) such that p, = p,. T3q7e can replace the srihtree 

with a root p, by the subtree with a root p,. The depth of new tree is less than that of 

the old one. By repeating this process for every branch of length longer than D(I<B),  a 

successful derivation tree of depth less than D(KB) can be constructecl. n 

By this proposition, w e  show that D(I<B) relates to a time function which guarantees 

the correctness of results of the TBR. From the relations between the BF-derivation ancl 

the binary derivation: we can easily see that S ( K B )  is related to  the actual time for 

processing, i.e.: deriving a yuery. 

5,2 Time Functions of &duetiye Knowledge Bases 

In first order knon7iedge base I<B, there is no computable hnction j'" , hierarchical ICB 

and strongly stratified K B ,  for which there exist time functions j which satisfy the above 

equivalence. By p r e d ( E )  we denote the predicate symbol in the litera! L. 

Definition 5.1 (LloyeZ[8]) A level mapping of a knowledge base Ii'B, cienoted by 

is a mapping from the set of predicate symbols in ICB to non-negative integers. M7e refer 

to the value of a predicate syinlsoi under this mapping as the level'of the predicate symbol. 

Definition 5.2 (EIoydf8]) A linow,viedge base KB is hierarchical if it has a Level mapping 

T4e,el such that 

for any rule p ( t l , .  . . t,j +- el,. . . , L ,  E KB and any i (1 < i I 772). 

A hierarchical I<B has sesrerai good properties. For example, there is no recursive 

relation in I{B7 and any one step of BF-derivation will decrease tile level of each suhgoal 



by at least one. Since the number of predicate symbols in KB is finite, so are the levels 

of predicate symbols in K B ,  

Proposition 5-2 Let Ii'B be a hierarchical knowledge base, and 

y(li 'B) = mas{L$,,,l(p) 1 p E KB). Then, for any atom A; 

K B  b A =+ I<B A. 

Defilaikiol~ 5-3 4 knowledge base I{B is strongly stratified if it has a one-to-one lerel 

mapping  QeUei such that 

Xecel( l ) )  2 t $ e i e L e i i ~ r e d ( L z ) )  

N,, ,l ( p )  > XeUe~  b-ed(L, ) j 

for any rule p(tl , .  . . , t,) t L1,. . . , L ,  E KB, any positive literal L, (1 _< i _< rn) and 

any negative literal L, (1 5 j 5 nzj. 

From the definition we call see that the recursive relations are only on the same 

predicate symbols in the strongly stratified KB. n7e use the following notations: 

l i p )  = nzu.t'{n j qjtl, .  . . t,), and (p, y j  E Rel"). the ~naximum length of 

predicate symbol p. 

LTii-B : the domain of KB, the Nerbrand universe of KB. 

j UIcg j: the size of bTKs, the number of elements in biKB , 

Proposition 5.3 Let KB he a f~~nctlon-free strongly stratified knowleclge base, and L 

be a literal, Then 

Proof In a function-free knowledge base KB, the number of constant symbols is finite, 

i.e.. j is finite, Thus, we can ellunxerate all ground atoms of an n-ary predicate, 

and it is dear that the number of them is less than or equal to / bTiCs 1" .  Furthermore. 

the number of predicate symbols in any branch of a derivation tree is less than or equal 

to ldeEeveE(L), and the arity of each predicate in them is less than or equal to l ( L ) .  So, b y  

tile same method as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we can prove that the depth of any 

seiccessful derivation tree is less than or equal to l/;eveE(L) * ( ( j  UIcB 4-1). 13 



5.3 Parameters in Time Functions 

Tilere may be, horvever. son= unsafe KB's  which have no such f ( K B )  as in Sections 5.1 

and 5.2. In such a case, m7e usually take account of a tradeoff between time and reliability, 

By the discussions in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we can intuitively see that the time is related 

to the foilswing parameters: 

(1) S ( K B ) ,  D ( K B )  (the size and depth of K B ) ,  

(2) d(p) (the maximum length of predicate symbol p), 

(3) 1 fiB 1 (the size of domain of KB j. 

Further, a user may have much l i ~ ~ w i e d g e  and experience in the prol>lern domain, so 

his/her decision will be very important in selecting the time bound. The detailed discus- 

sion of this will go beyond the scope of this paper. Finally we \van., to emphasize that the 

~alidness of the TBR system is guaranteed by Theorem 3.5 independently of the selected 

tilne bound. 

Implementation of the TBR System 

From the discussions in Sections 3 and 4, the configuration in Figure 2 can easily he 

implemented as a TBR system. Xorv we briefly describe the impiementeci system. 

In the previous sections, \lie have discussed a TBR system under the assu~nption 

thzt I< is not changed and is co~-islstent. In realizing the TBR as a practical system. 

horvever, we must supply an approach to check and maintain the consistency of K. In 

our TBR system implemented on a Sun-3 in I<-prolog, rye consicler DBa'B -, noyood, 

D K B  yf nogood, and D K B  Y i  32090od. When a contradiction has been found, we can 

search for %he suspects with the contradiction backtracking algoritfim (CBA for short; 

[13, 141. 

First, we divide a knowledge base Ir'B into five parts: I<. R, F. U+, and U- .  For 

simplifying the operation of rechecking for truth maintenance, we have introduced an 

abstract base AB as in Definition 4.4. For dealing with queries and truth maintenance 

of Ii'B, we have built in a time-horrnded reasoning mechanism TBRIPI. It has four main 

functions: 



For a query, TBPZlI4 can return the best answer that is inferred rviiiithin a Limited 

time. and store the result in the correspol~ding part of KB. 

(2) Adrlition and Deletion of K7aoulledge. 

On demand of users, TBRl14 can add or delete knowledge to or from Pi" 

(3) Truth LaJJaintenance Functio~z. 

Since ( I )  and (2) may destroy the consistency of KB, TBR-VI has been designed 

to recheck and maintain the consistency of K"B by using the techniqlies of A B  and 

CBA. 

(4) Calculation and L140diJicatdo~z of AB 

When is changed: TBRiZf can automatically correct AB.  

Shi[lG, 171 has given algorithnls for these operations and the i~npienlentation princi- 

pies. 

Now we show an example do illustrate the operation of our TBR system. Let a set 

of basic knowledge Ir' be given as follow: 

sunday (73 1) . 
student (shi? . 
student (it01 . 
student (arimura) . 
worker(sato) . 
worker (kawa) . 
holiday (101) . 
holiday ( 115) . 
holiday (321) . 
holiday (505) . 
climb(X,D) :-nothing(X,D) ,nosthoo1(X9D) ,asked(~~~~D) 9weather(D1 . 
nothing(X,D):-~tudent(X)~sw(D)~ 

noschool (X ,D) : -hoPiday(D) ; sunday(D) ; (sw(D) ,student (XI 1 , 
asked(~,li,D):-student{X),B>=80lJD=<826. 

weather (Dl : -not (raining(D11. 

raining(D):-D>=806,D=<808. 

sw(D):-smer(D);winter(3) .  

sw (Dl : - D = = 3 1 2 .  

summer(D):-D>=?20,D=<91O0 

winter(D):-D>=IOl,D=<12O. 

nogood: -climb(aymi, 820) . 
nogood: -student (X) ,worker (XI - 

The interaction 74 below shoivs that the set of basic kno\17leclge K is given as an 

input ez l ,  and TBRA4 ca.lculastes its abstract base at the same time. 



74: ?- input-kb(exl), 

*** the number of predicate symbols is 14 
*** the nuniber of facts and rules is 22 
*** the length of K Is 4 

*** the depth of K is 10 

In order to treat queries from users, we supply a predicate qe~ery jG7 I)) as an opera- 

tion of TBRlVI? where G is a query and D is a value of time function. Its role is to decide 

ivhether K B  kc, G as in Definition 3.1. From the following interactions 7,3-7';: we can 

see that the proof power of the TBR system gradually becomes stronger. 

75 : ?- q'~erg(climb(shi ,820) 

*** (no, uncertain) 
76 : ?- query (sw (826) $4) . 
*** yes 
7 3 :  ?- query (climb(shi ,8201 >41 

*** yes 

In order to permit users to change I<: w;e supply two more predicates, oilrlpro(6j and 

delprsjG).  The nddpro(G) adds a new fact or rule G to I<> maintains the consistenlcy 

of KB, and automatically corrects AB. The deL7yro(G) deletes a fact or rule G from I<, 

maintains the consistency of KB. and automatically corrects AB. 

In a Prolog program, tile order of the knoa\~ledge(facts and ruies) is very important. 

For example, if its order is as in interactions 7'8 anci 79 below, the derivation from tile 

cperj-. e.g. q v e r y ( ? ~ o t h i n g ( ~ >  311).40), will fall into an infinite loop. Our TBR systerr,, 

however, can find ail answers independentljr of the order of the knorvledge such that 

interaction 813. And this system can prevent derivation from infinite loop as in interaction 

81. 

78: ?- addpro(nothing(~,~):-nothing(~~~1) 

yes 

79: 7 -  addpro(nothing(sbi,311)). 

yes 

80: ?- query(nothing(X,311) ,40). 

X=shi 

*** yes 
81: ?- query(nothing(ito,X) $401. 

**+ <no, uncertain) 

The kernel of this TBR system is a meta-interpreter solzle (A[, G, L), TY), where Arl  

is a value to express the property of the result (iV = 0 means "success", A f  = I means 

"faiiure", and i%f = 2 means "the result is uncertain"); G is a query. D is a value of the 



time f~nc t ion ,  and is the information about derivation, e.g. the derivation tree, Id7 is 

important in debugging and constructing of a query series from the user. 

For truth maintenance, we also supply a predicate cba(X,  V,V7 E ) .  According to the 

interaction with users, it can find a reason which causes a contradiction. The interactions 

82 and 53 below show how to backtrack a contradiction by using predicates solve and 

82: ?- solve(~,climb(shi~819),7~k')~M==0,cba(V~M~Sd~ 

[(nothing(shi,819) , 011 ? t/f t. 

[(noschooi(shi,819) , B)j?t/f f . 
[(holiday (819) , l)]?t/f t . 
[(suday(819) , 1)3?t/f t. 

CCsw(819) , O)j?t/f f. 

[(s~mer(819> , O)l?t/f t. 

[(sw(819] : -sumxaer(819) ; winter(819) 11 is an error. 
83: ?- solve(~,climb(shi,8193~7,FIj,M==O,cba("i,~,S~. 

[(nothing(shi ,819) , O)l?t/f t . 
[(noschool(sXi,819) , O)!?t%f f a  

[(holiday (819) , l)] ?t/f t . 
[(sunday (819) , 1 )l?t/f t , 

C(sw(819) , O)l?t/f t. 

[(student (shi) , O)]?t/f f a 

[(student (shi) , 031 is an error, 

When K is changed, the following contradictions may also be created. They mag' he 

corrected in the following way. 

84 : ?- addpro (worker (shi) ) . 
A contradiction has been found 

***CBA starts*** 

[(student (shi) , 031?sBf f . 
[(student(shi), 033 Is an error 

85 : ?- delpro(student (shi) 1. 
Do you want to delete it from K-base? yes 
86: ?- addpro(student(ayumi)). 

A ton~radiction has been found 

***CBA starts*** 

[(climb(ayuxli), O)j?t/f f . 
[(nothing(ayumi ,820>, 031 ?t/f t . 
[(noschool(aymi ,8283, 011 ?t/f t. 

[(asked(aymi,li,820>, O)l?t/f f. 

[(student (aymid , 011 ?t?f t . 
[(820>=801, O ) l ? t / f  t. 

[(820=<826)J?t/f t . 
[asked(ayumi,li,820):-st~dent(ayumi>~820>=801~820=<826 is an error 

yes 



87 : ?- delgro((asked(X,li,D) :-student (XI ,D>=801 3D=<%26)). 

Do you want to delete it from K-base? yes 

To supply a better environment to users, we have made many other predicates [16], 

This paper has discussed the problem of terminating derivations like 1Ta'B t- a. To es- 

cape the imdecidability of first order predicate logic, we have proposed a time-bounded 

reasoning, and designed a special system for it. Then we have discussed the properties, 

truth maintenance, and reliability of the TBR system. Although there may be some fake 

knosvledge in K B ;  it is only in Vi and ZT-, special parts of KB. DKB, the other part 

of KB, monotonically increases, and is sound and valid in some sense, U'e can see that 

the power of proof and the reliability of the TBR system will gradually become stronger 

and higher. 

,41so by using AB, we have shown our system can vi-ork effecti~ely, although it has 

to recheck and modify the stored knowledge of KB. Furthermore, we have implen~en~ted 

a prototype system of the TBR, and with it we have also made sure of the properties 

above. 

Our system stores the derived results in &B,  and hence it has a learning f~~nct ion,  

The TBR is similar to our problem solving activities. so 1%-e can say thatit. is a liati~ral 

reasoning method. 

F ~ ~ r t h e r  discussions on the query series a d  time function are left for f ~ ~ t u r e  problems. 
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